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Is Capital Punishment an 1
George Bernard Shaw said, “Murder and capital punishment are not opposites that cancel 
one another, but similar that breeds their kind. It is the deed that teaches not the name we 
give it.”

The execution of a person by the state as a punishment for a crime is considered as 
capital punishment. Criminals have been subjected to capital punishment over the ages 
by various methods like lethal injection, hanging, electrocution, gas chamber, etc.  The 
death sentence is considered as a gruesome punishment and has been subjected to the 
controversies for years. Death penalty is considered as the ultimate punishment which 
can create ripples in the heart of any potential criminal. The criminal is deterred by capital 
punishment because he fears that it may cost his own life. It has been observed that the 
number of crimes which were penalized through capital punishment have reduced. 
For deterring the crime, the punishment must be certain and exemplary. However, the 

in most of the civilized nations, it is awarded in the rare of the rarest cases, where the life 
of the criminal would be a threat to the society itself.

The Cause for Debate
The debate over capital punishment is the consequence of moral and humanitarian 

questions that are associated with it. The naysayers argue that capital punishment has 
been long used to suppress the voice of dissent. Capital punishment is generally given for 
the premeditated murder, espionage, treason or as a part of military justice. Some crimes 

in China.
Death penalty serves as a deterrent in several parts of the world, ranging from the 

question ‘when the capital punishment should be adopted’ is debatable as the world has 
witnessed a great amount of awareness with regards to human rights. The other important 

that life-imprisonment is an easy way out that would give chance to criminals to reform 

death sentences, terming them as immoral. The undeniable ‘right to life’ of an individual 
is also infringed by it.

Human Rights Issue
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted by the United Nations in 1948, 

as a pledge among member nations. This pledge was aimed to promote the Fundamental 
Rights as the foundation of freedom, justice, and peace in the world. In the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights by the UN, it 
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interpreted this article and concluded that the death penalty is somehow the violation 
of human rights because a person is deprived by it of his rights to live. No one shall be 

The ruling out of the capital punishment was insisted on by naysayers because they felt it 
is cruel, inhuman, immoral and degrading. However, while considering all these aspects, 
justice for the victim was not perceived by them. It is well obvious to overlook the aspect 

years.

Various arguments are put forward against the practice of capital punishment. It is 
added further that capital punishment is an act of vengeance rather than retribution and 
as such, is a morally dubious concept. The punishment could be made more severe by the 

some people that the crime is not deterred by the death sentence or capital punishment. 
The sanctity of life is talked about but the life of the victim is more important than the 
convict’s life. The rights of the victims should not be minimized in our zeal to protect the 
rights of criminals. The objective of this is to give value to an innocent’s life more than that 

cases is that executing a murderer would not bring the victim back. In fact, stringent steps 
should be taken to ensure the prevention of crimes and the protection of the life of the 

penalty than life-imprisonment and it is also more humane because the lifetime torture of 

and established the truth against those waiting for the gallows. He observed that most 

is generally remarked in public discourses that hanging murderers and rapists can deter 
future crimes. 

Of course, it can be said that retaining capital punishment is preposterous because 
it is an antithetical process to the core objective of the criminal justice system which is to 
make a criminal reformed and rehabilitated. It has been rightly said that gallows are not 
just a symbol of death but they also represent cruelty and brutality of medieval fanaticism. 
However, from the beginning of time, statistics have demonstrated that capital punishment 

heinous crime that has dangerous outcomes. 
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GLOSSARY
Antithetical:  opposing; Barbaric: primitive; unsophisticated; Compelling: evoking 

Core: center; 
Deterred: discourage (someone) from doing something by instilling doubt or fear 
of the consequences; Deterrence: the action of discouraging an action or event 
through instilling doubt or fear of the consequences; Discourses:
communication or debate; Dissent: the holding or expression of opinions at variance 

Dubious: hesitating or doubting; Electrocution: 
the injury or killing of someone by electric shock; Espionage: the practice of spying 
or of using spies; Execution: the carrying out of a plan, order, or course of action; 
Fanaticism: the quality of being fanatical.; Gallows: a structure, typically of two 
uprights and a crosspiece, for the hanging of criminals.; Gruesome: causing repulsion 
or horror; Heinous: monstrous; Humanitarian: concerned with or seeking to promote 
human welfare; Ignited:  impose something 
unwelcome on; Infringed: actively break the terms of (a law, agreement, etc.); 
Medieval:  Naysayers: a person who criticizes, objects 
to, or opposes something;  unlawful activity; Penalized: subject to a penalty 
or punishment; Perceived: become aware or conscious of (something); come to realize 
or understand; Perpetrating: commit; Potential: having or showing the capacity to 
develop into something in the future; Premeditated: think out or plan (an action, 
especially a crime) beforehand.; Preposterous: contrary to reason or common sense; 
Quantum: a required or allowed amount; Rehabilitated: reformed; Retribution: 

Ripples: a 
small wave or series of waves on the surface of water; Sanctity: the state or quality of 
being holy, sacred, or saintly; Stringent: precise; Vengeance:
retribution exacted for an injury or wrong; Zeal: great energy or enthusiasm in pursuit 
of a cause or an objective.



“One child, one teacher, one book, one pen can change the world.” —Malala Yousafzai

education must not be determined on the basis of gender. The nation can prosper only if 
the entire population is educated.

Need for the Initative
India, even in the 21st century, is not able to avail equal opportunities for its citizens. 

It has been 72 years since independence and India is still a developing country with so 

issues related with women are the major concerns for Indian government in this day and 
age. Women play an essential role in our community but the sex ratio in the country is 
still uneven due to rising problems with women. It is very crucial to save girl child and 
maintain the balance of male-female sex ratio. 

The child sex ratio had been on the fall since 1961 and the universally low child sex 
ratio—940 girls for every 1000 boys, was recorded by Census 2011. It developed into a 
major concern for the growth of the country and government was bound to take some 

discrimination against girls.

child. The campaign was introduced in October 2014 to address the issue of declining child 

by the Ministry of Women and Child Development, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare 
and Ministry of Human Resource Development. 

Aims and Objectives
The major aim of the campaign is to make sure that the birth and upbringing of the 

girl child leads to their empowerment. The program is a mass campaign for women and 
girls so that they can become proud citizens of the nation. Major steps were taken under 
the program to ensure the survival and protection of girl’s education. The features of ‘Beti 

determination tests. The campaign keeps a proper record of the number of girls born in 
every district. It ensures decent education and a bright future for all women. It introduces 

2
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gender equality in school syllabus for every board so that the next generation will grow 

of the vital features of this campaign. It also promotes the concept of simple wedding to 
reduce the pressure on the bride’s parents of spending a huge amount on their daughter’s 
marriage. 

The program was initiated in 100 districts with low girl child sex ratio. The program 

program is to raise the awareness for women’s rights and to motivate for maintaining and 
balancing the sex ratio. The program generates awareness among individuals regarding 
the respect for a girl or a woman. It also celebrates a girl’s birth to prevent the violation and 
conservative thoughts. It also assures the seizure of the sex determination test. It ensures 
the safety and education of girl child for their bright future. 

programs are ‘Women and Child Development’, ‘Health and Family Welfare’, ‘Human 
Resource Development’. The Ministry of Women and Child Development took the initiative 

The ministry also took care of the training of new women entrepreneurs, community 
mobilization & sensitization, the participation of gender support and recognition & award 
of front-running workers and institutions.

of girls, reducing the dropout rate among girls, friendly behavior with girls in schools, 

explained that a girl’s education and marriage is not a burden to parents. The scheme 

program through sensitization which involves multiple stakeholders and integrated 

separate ministries. The scheme has reinforced the gender equality and girl child education. 
There is a powerful saying, “When you educate a man, you educate a man but when you 

described this saying only.
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child can save money for her education and marriage. This account is tax-free so that the 

Ladli Laxmi, Mudra Loan Scheme, Ujjwala Yojana are also introduced by the government. 
Girls are given free education in government and some of the private schools. Women have 

schemes.

the Crisis Management Centers in all private and government hospitals in all districts of 
Delhi has been approved by the government and is in progress. The government has also 
announced to reward the villages with an amount of 1 crore that will succeed in maintaining 

will focus on the campaigns for sensitizing the Indian citizens about the issues and concerns 

schemes, Haryana has reached its best position in sex ratio at birth. 914 girls against 1000 

Women have been considered as the object of victimization since time immemorial. 
But the modern women are not docile and submissive like Sita but assertive and strong 
like Draupadi. The various schemes and campaigns initiated by the government have 
empowered women and are like weapons in the hands of Goddess Durga. Women should 
be respected and admired as they deserve the higher pedestal in the society. 

GLOSSARY
Alludes: suggest; Brutal: cruel; Depleting: reduce; 
Encompass: include; Implies: suggest; Incessantly: continually; Integrated: included; 
Sensitization: capable of sensation; Violation: breaking
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The economic growth and social development of a country depend on the competency 
and the volume of its labour pool. The advancement of industries and commerce in the 

suit at 80%, 76% and 68% skilled workforce. India lies on the far side of the spectrum with 
less than 4% skilled workforce. The reason behind this contrast is that although there’s 

industrial employment, without proper training or skill. 

“I call upon the nation to take a pledge to make India the skill capital of the world.” Since 
then, the government has been working tirelessly to make this campaign successful, in the 

Objective and Features:

of the country,by the end of the year 2022. The main objective of the program is to give 
a platform to Indian youth where they can develop their talent and become employable. 
The program is not restricted to cities and towns only —it also focuses on the training 
and educating the rural youths so that they get equal employment opportunities against 
their urban counterparts. Various initiatives and schemes run by the government in this 
direction are :

Deen Dayal Upadhyaya 
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Salient features of Skill India Mission

tailoring, weaving, etc., by providing proper training, support and guidance to the
willing individuals.

construction, textile, tourism, banking, etc., which face scarcity of skilled labour.

To standardize and certify the training process, the program would create a hallmark
called ‘Rural India Skill’.

The level of the skill development program is of the international level so that the
youth can meet the international industrial needs of other countries as well.

The program is standardized for  age groups in their indigenous
languages, to create an end-to-end implementation framework for skill development.

The mission also includes various basic skill development programs like :
language and communication, 
personality development, 
life and positive thinking, 
management, behavioural and 
job and employability.

campus in Bengaluru to train more than half-a-million students each year, which will help 
to develop the computer science skills. It expanded its partnership to 2,700 institutes in 
India to achieve the goal.

Importance of the Program
The Skill India Mission has played a considerable role in enhancing the job-oriented skills 
of the Indian youth. It has given opportunities to the masses to earn an income and sustain 

programs in their curriculum to help students identify their interests and build their 

development programs at the school level has also channelized and guided the students 
for proper job opportunities. The mission has decreased the percentage of unemployment 
among the youth of the country.
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Impact on People and Nation

growth of the country and youth, who are educated but jobless, college and school dropouts 

Economy and Society
The Skill India initiative strives to bridge the gap between what the industries necessitate 

employability, personality and personal living standards. Likewise, the industries hiring 

resources. The resultant of these changes is linked to reducing poverty, hunger and 
unemployment in the country. Skill development is the basis for the competitiveness of 
economies and enterprises. From a social perspective, they are a tool for promoting equal 
opportunities by integrating people in terms of labour, social context and citizenship. 

People and Enterprises
Skill development contributes to improving the performance of people and enterprises 

of employability and quality of life. Enterprises that consider labour capital as a means of 
competitive advantage can be more innovative and sustainable.

train 1,44,000 youths, annually. Four new branches of Footwear Design & Development 

to improve the training infrastructure. The leather industry was undergoing an acute skill 

maximum gain from the venture.

The government continues to make dedicated investments in the skill development 
program and projects to make it a success to make India the land of skilled manpower 

the world and this can be achieved only when the nation creates a skilled and productive 
workforce which matches the international standards of quality. 

GLOSSARY
Indigenous: native; Enterprise: professional establishment.
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India’s First Bullet Train

train of India will be passing through two states, Maharashtra and Gujarat and one union 

proposed with 12 stations i.e. Mumbai, Thane, Virar, Boisar, Vapi, Bilimora, Surat, Bharuch, 

Nagar Haveli. There is a 7 km under sea stretch between Thane and Vasai, besides another 

and it is expected to reduce travel time between the two cities to around 2 hours from the 
existing 7–8 hours.

It is an ambitious Rs 1,10,000-crore project in which a loan of Rs 88,000 crore is taken 

The project is being implemented by the National High-Speed Rail Corporation 
Limited (NHSRCL), which a is joint venture of Government of India and participating 
state governments for implementing high-speed rail projects. 

Shinkansen Technology

will be manufactured in the country under ‘Make in India’. Shinkansen, meaning ‘new 

a reputation for punctuality and safety. The trains have never been in any accident since 

more than a minute late.

Criticism of the Project

is required, or the government must invest in other priority sectors. The naysayers of the 
project strongly believe that it will provide an feel-good perception among the wealthy. 
The fares of bullet train are expected to be around 
break-even point. However, Railways is mainly a means of transport of the middle class 
that prefers travelling in the sleeper and unreserved compartments of the general railways. 
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rail will have higher infrastructural investment and will assist in the creation of a higher 
number of jobs.  India is among the top three largest railway networks in the world, from 
the perspective of kilometres of track and the number of passengers who travel, but we 
still do not have HSR. One of the major reasons for this is poor safety across Indian railway 
tracks. The HSR project ensures safety and will build a robust system which is devoid 
of any accidents. Several previous governments had tried to launch HSR network in the 

the incessant tirade against the bullet train seems to have a political motivation behind it.

on the trade and commerce of the country. With this high-speed form of transportation, 
the time of travel and communication will shorten. The costs involved in stocks and 

long run. With lowering of the cost of the products, the minimum criterion of the poverty 
line will also get impacted which in turn will assist in reducing people below the poverty 
line, thus improving India’s picture in the global scenario.

HSR is a growth multiplier as it leads to greater mobility. Unlike air travel, bullet trains 
will lead to de-congestion of metropolitan cities like Delhi which is currently facing a high 
level of congestion on roads, adding to the pollution levels. In the recent reports, the level 
of pollution has breached its limit and this is having a serious impact on the population. 

in de-congestion and also assisting in lowering of pollution. HSR can be looked upon as 
a new dimension to the existing railway transportation system in the country. It will also 

sound and secure infrastructure. 

GLOSSARY
Bone of contention : naysayer : a person who criticizes or opposes 
something; illusionary : something unreal or lacking genuineness; break-even : reach 

hailed: considered 
important or successful; robust : strong; devoid : free from; incumbent: current or 
existing; incessant : endless; tirade : breached : break; sturdy : well-
built
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Brief Explanation of NRC

The National Register of Citizens is the register containing the names of citizens of India. It 

called legacy data. 

Citizenship Act, 1955

automatically become citizens of the country, disregarding their parents’ nationality. The 
status of the parents is not into consideration even if they are undocumented or illegal. 

protesting against the illegal immigrants in the country. It is needless to say that this was 

agreed upon accepting the foreign nationals as Indian citizens in case, they migrated to 

1986. The evident purpose of this amendment was to deny citizenship to a person if both 
parents were immigrants, whether legal or illegal. The amendment said  that any person 

1987 can be considered as Indian citizen only if at least one of the parents was an Indian. 

was an Indian citizen and the other is not undocumented i.e. illegal, would be considered 
as an Indian citizen. 

st December 2014. The Bill was to be made applicable to all states and union territories 
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to persecuted migrants who have come through western borders of the country to states 

couldn’t be passed in RajyaSabha. 

without a valid passport or with forged documents or, a person who stays beyond the visa 
permit.

Timeline of NRC 

th

directions of the Supreme Court. Of the 2.89 crore people,  1,02,462 persons were declared 

Registration (LRCRs). These names were added to the list of 40 lakhs excluded people. 

An Analysis of the Situation 
This complicated situation is considered a legal problem by some and a humanitarian 
problem by others. The legal approach defends the immigrants by quoting several 

developed states of India to earn their livelihood. However, the argument concerning the 

for other reasons. 

The undertone of the NRC debate is political and communal. The reason of this debate 
to be communal is some of the amendments which are separating migrants on the basis 
of their religion. This is supported by the minority status of the migrants in their native 
countries. The reason for this debate to be political is that most of the political parties keep 

are directly or indirectly indulged in the debate is long enough to make this situation bad 
to worse.
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To solve this problem India will have to start a bilateral dialogue with Bangladesh. If 
Bangladesh does not play humanitarian and does not accept these migrants back, India 
may face international pressure from many organizations to keep these migrants as they 
don’t have any place to live or go back.  If that is the case, India may also have to amend 

these people.

We need to understand that this problem is not being faced by India only and it is a big 
issue in every developing and developed country.  This is a highly sensitive situation that 
needs a mixed humanitarian and constitutional approach. India holds a respectable and 
responsible position in the international community and it needs to tackle this situation 
keeping all factors in mind. 

GLOSSARY
Agitation: anger; migrated: stringent: strict; persecuted: ill-
treated; intervention: involvement; forged: fake; commenced: started;  a 
person who lives in an empty building without permission; tackle: handle
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2nd October 2014 at Rajpath in New Delhi. Mr Modi said in his speech that a clean India 

anniversary in 2019. Quoting his (Gandhi ji’s) words, “Sanitation is more important than 
independence”, Modi kick-started a national movement to spruce up roads, infrastructure, 
streets, rural areas, small towns and cities of the country. The mission was propagated as 

from 4,041 cities, towns and villages across the country. 

Objectives of the Campaign
The mission was introduced with two core thrusts—Swachh Bharat Mission (Rural), which 
operates under the Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation, and Swachh Bharat Mission 

The main objective of the campaign was to make India open-defecation free by 2 
October, 2019. It aimed to construct 90 million toilets in the rural areas of the country, at 
a projected cost of 1.96 lakh crore. It also included the monitoring of the use of toilets.

It is widely known that open defecation results in the deaths of thousands of children 
every year, due to unhygienic living conditions that cause diseases. Therefore, the mission 
focused on eliminating open defecation from the country by educating people and creating 
awareness of its repercussions.

mindsets of the rural population and urge them to use toilets. It also aimed at educating 
people to practice liquid and solid waste management. 

The economic health of the nation is directly linked with the ‘Swachh Bharat Mission’. 

country as well as reduce the health care expenditure.

Aspirants of the Mission
Mr NarendraModi introduced a few celebrities as the brand ambassadors of the mission 
on 2nd October 2014 to promote the Clean India Campaign through social media. The 

(classical dancer).

He also nominated organi
Eenadu and India Today group as well as the Dabbawala of Mumbai for the mission.
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Performance of the mission

which is being used by the government and the people to monitor the performance and 

done across several hundred cities to check the progress and impact of the mission. The 
survey, commissioned by Ministry of Urban Development and carried out by the Quality 
Council of India, is a considerable sanitation survey and is conducted every year. The aim 

• Municipal solid waste, sweeping, collection and transportation
• Municipal solid waste, processing and disposal of solid waste
• Free toilets
• Capacity building and eLearning

• Information, education and communication, and behaviour change.
Outcomes of the Mission

Cleanliness is the most important factor to prevent the spread of diseases. 71 Indian public 
sector and 14 private sector companies supported the constructions of several toilets 

is a laudable achievement by the Indian government.

in door-to-door solid waste collection and disposal. The number of volunteers for the 
mission, working across urban local bodies, rose to 20,000, while that in rural India rose 
to more than a lakh. The percentage of schools with separate toilets for girls and boys 

with 99% usage of toilets by households in rural areas and 100% usage of toilets across the 
state. World Health Organisation (WHO) stated in its report that at least 180,000 diarrhoeal 
deaths were averted in rural India since the launch of the Swachh Bharat Mission.

GLOSSARY
Access: obtain; Brand ambassador: a celebrity who is paid to endorse or promote 
a particular company’s products or services; Campaign: group of people working 
in an organized way towards achieving a goal; Infrastructure: the basic physical 
and organizational structures and facilities needed for the operation of a society 
or enterprise.; Propagated : spread or promoted (an idea, theory, etc.) widely; 
Repercussions : an unintended consequence of an event or action; Thrust : push 
suddenly in a particular direction
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Rise of Cow Vigilantism

“If we want to live in the world while being called Hindus then we have to protect cows 

in the pas

cow protection to safeguard its position in traditions and culture. Since time immemorial, 
cows have been venerated in India and eating beef is considered an abominable and 
blasphemous act by many in the country. Raising one’s voice against cow slaughter is one 
thing but taking the burden of ‘disciplining’ the ones who slaughter cows for beef, leather 

any legal or constitutional intervention. Lately, cow vigilantes in India have taken upon 
themselves, the onerous task of protecting cows. They are not shying away from using 
violent or illegal means to achieve their objective. 

Motives behind the Guise of Religion

mob lynching in the name of cow vigilantism in which one of the characters says, “They 
accuse you of eating beef and then take over your house and your land and send you to 
a refugee camp. It’s all about property, not cows.” This line and another related incident 
that take place in the novel, reveal that there is much more to the issue of cow slaughter 
than what meets the eye. Many writers and journalists have condemned the act of killing 
people to realize political motives, in the name of cow protection. One of the notable things 

who have no way but to resort to violence in order to preserve the ideology of their religion. 

In simple terms, ideology is a belief shared by a group of people belonging to a 
particular religion, ethnicity, region, nation etc. While endorsing the ideology of Hinduism 
(or Hindutva), cow vigilantes choose to overlook the thin line between faith and fact. When 
faith gets converted into fact, binaries like right-wrong, good-evil, holy-unholy etc., are 
created and anyone w
culprit in the eyes of the mob. Cow vigilantes use these self-created binaries to justify their 

inevitable and some mischief-makers start using this sad equation for their personal 
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Sometimes, certain malevolent subjects of the society use religion to advocate a political 

stance. In other words, such people present themselves as a faceless mob to exercise the 

example where a young man was lynched by the people who had a premeditated plan to 

because these reveal the pompous audacity of law-breakers who consider themselves 
above everything else, even the law. 

Rumour and Reality – Need for Caution

cold-blooded murder of democracy where no importance is given to the constitution or the 

blanket of religion is used to conceal the real objectives. Many a time, the cow vigilantes 

used ‘Gau-Raksha’ as a political tool to maintain its vote bank. 

A Question of Identity

retaining his identity is important. It is also important to stay close to his roots—traditional, 

Hindutva alone, it automatically overlooks the other aspects of his being and the resultant 
picture is a false representation of him. 

against cow slaughter and they channelized all energy to protect them because cows held 

They did not forget the other aspects of their identity which is why they were successful. 
Times have changed, and India is now an independent country and the people have held 
on to their traditions and cultures. The cow is still considered holy. But, unlike the past 
where the united purpose of Indians was to rid India of the British, cow vigilantism seems 
like a premeditated movem

Concluding Remarks
It can be said that the cow is granted the pedestal of ‘mother’ in this country by calling 
the creature gaumata. Many states have banned beef-eating because it is considered to be a 
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sacrilegious act. Cow vigilantes should keep in mind that acting within the law to express 

Moreover, it is wrong to use the power of the majority as a weapon to eliminate minority. 
Religion and politics are two pillars of society but when these two pillars rub against each 
other, society faces danger. Reigning ideology has the power to control people, but it is 

reality.

GLOSSARY
Lynching: killing of an accused by a mob; vigilantism: act of imparting justice by 
citizens, using unlawful means; sacrilegious: treating something holy or important 
without respect; vehemently:
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The Importance of Media

The media is known as the fourth pillar of our democracy. With its far and deep reach 
and its varied roles, the media plays a critical role in shaping the society and moulding its 
opinion. The assertive media has become more potent than ever before by playing a crucial 
role in mobilising the masses against the evils of the society.

In a democratic system, there must be a dynamic involvement of individuals in all 
the issues of locale and state. The media is obliged to keep the society up-to-date with the 
current political, social and monetary happenings; burning points and essential issues of 
the day. The end goal is to empower the people in shaping a broader view in which they 
are being overseen, handled and regulated by the administration and their functionaries.

and there remains a marginal scope of encroachment of each other’s territory. For a healthy 
democracy, it’s important that the bureaucracy, legislature, judiciary and media function 
independently and do not interfere in each other’s domain. 

What is Media Trial?
In recent times it has been observed that cases of media trials are on the surge. Media trial 
is the term coined for a situation in which a case is hotly debated over media while the 
debate in a court of law remains in progress. In fact, in some cases even before a case could 

accused.  

The idea of media trial is certainly not a new thing in our society. The conduct of media 

which media was blamed for leading the trial of the convict and passing the ‘decision’ 
even when the court of law was yet to scrutinize the case and pass judgment. Neither 
investigation nor trial of a case comes under the job description of media. The trial by media 
is certainly an undue obstruction and encroachment in the judicial process. Before diving 
into the issue of the legitimacy of the media trail, it is appropriate to initially understand 
what really ‘trial by media’ implies. Trial is a word which is related to judicial proceedings 
that take place in courts of law. It is the very basis of a fair judicial system and it ensures 
that the accused have the opportunity to prove their innocence through legally available 
options.

There remains no ambiguity that media can create or decimate any person, movement 

has become a hot debate itself. 
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te with astonishing balance sheets. The race to secure the maximum 

the race to deliver information at lightning speed to the public has lowered the sense of 
responsibility to verify and scrutinise the facts before serving it to the masses. 

There are several cases where the media has held a trail for an accused costing him 
his social life, opportunities to earn a livelihood and later he was proved in the court of 

public life without a fair trial. The hot TV debates which give verdicts without looking into 

innocent by the law of the court, this damage can’t be mended.

Media trial has not always yielded negative results only. In multiple cases, it has 

and speedy trials and timely convictions. One such example was observed when the 
entire nation had reacted to the Nirbhaya rape case. Media played the most crucial role 
in building a mass agitation, fetching quick and comprehensive responses from judiciary 
and legislature. 

Towards a More Responsible Trial system
Considering the amount of damages that media trials can do, media houses need to 
acknowledge their responsibilities towards the law of land and abide by the time-tested 
ideas of ‘innocent until proven guilty’. From the above discussion, it turns out to be certain 
that the media had a more negative impact as opposed to a constructive outcome (with the 
exception of a couple of special cases all over). The liberty of media must be legitimately 
regulated by the judiciary. It cannot be allowed a free run amidst the court procedures.

The law regarding interference with the due course of justice has been well stated by 

“ …… When litigation is pending before a Court, no one shall comment on it in such 
a way there is a real and substantial danger of prejudice to the trial of the action, as for 

against a party to the cause. Even if the person making the comment honestly believes it 
to be true, still it is a contempt of Court if he prejudices the truth before it is ascertained in 
the proceedings. To this general rule of fair trial, one may add a further rule and that is that 
none shall, by misrepresentation or otherwise, bring unfair pressure to bear on one of the 
parties to a cause so as to force him to drop his complaint or defence. It is always regarded 

its full integrity. But in so stating the law we must bear in mind that there must appear to 
be a real and substantial danger of prejudice.”

The above examination uncovers the gravity of the circumstances as it perseveres 
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recommendation to permit controlled media detailing of the cases, once the media does 
away with its love for perks and sensational representation. The media needs to assume 
the job of a facilitator instead of tilting the scales for either party.

GLOSSARY
Legitimacy: the quality of being legal; litigation: the process of taking a case to a court 
of law so that a judgment can be made
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Poverty in India

food, clothing and shelter, for the sustenance of life. India is among the countries housing 
the largest number of people living in poverty. This is the major reason for India being still 

social strength of a country.
Causes of poverty

level of per-capita income that does not help in bringing down the poverty percentage of 
the nation. 

It can be argued that the main reason of poverty is corruption. Numerous scams in 
the country in past few years are the proof of corruption level in almost all government 

schemes. The government has initiated programs like Mahatma Gandhi National Rural 

empower the rural poor and give 100 days of employment annually.

poor villagers and farmers. The rural economy of India plummeted due to economic 

with no option but to commit suicide because of high debts. Lack of economic policies 
for small scale industries result in the rise of poverty rate. The models or schemes made 
by the Indian government are usually not managed properly and the fund raised for the 
development of the rural areas is not utilized properly due to a corrupt system. The youth 
of rural areas don’t possess proper education and skill-based training which could allow 
them to explore areas other than agriculture. This makes them unemployed, enhancing the 
poverty of the nation. The rising population growth per year also causes poverty due to the 
imbalance in demand and supply chain. 

scheme to rural areas for their development because the people don’t want any change and 
they want to live the way they have lived. It is very important to change their mentality 
and make them open minded towards changes. 

Consequences of Poverty

a person’s health. Malnutrition is prevalent among people of all age groups as they cannot 

In many rural areas, the death rate of newborn babies is on the rise due to lack of proper 
care and nutrition.  
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diseases peaks among them. Extreme poverty and lack of proper education makes it easier 
for the extremist groups to brainwash youngsters and lure them into the world of crime 
and terrorism. Violence and crime rates in India are increasing day by day. It can be said 
that all the criminal activities are the result of unemployment and marginalization, and 
people adopt this easy way to earn money. There are so many people who spend their life 

a home for themselves. Living in slums is tied to several health and safety issues. 
The poverty of a country indicates the weak state of its economy. It shows lack of 

opportunities to generate adequate jobs and amenities. It exposes the children of the 
poverty-ridden communities to child labour, over-exploitation and sexual abuse.

Government’s measures 
The governments, over the years, have undertaken several projects and schemes like 

major commodities to the poor through a public distribution shop’s network across the 

on the policy of right to work by providing 100 days of guaranteed wage employment in a 

In addition, Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana (RSBY) is the initiative taken by the 
Government of India, which provides the cashless health insurance for hospitalization in 

the poverty line need to pay an amount of 

population that lived below poverty line, is relieved of this status. India has the fastest rate 
of poverty reduction in the world. Now, it is no longer the home to the largest number of 

needs to be careful to ensure proper and honest implementation of its schemes and monitor 
their execution on every level.

GLOSSARY
Desideratum: necessities; execution: the carrying out of a plan, order, or course of 
action.
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and scheduled tribes. The new legislation was concerned with the arrests made under 

making no immediate arrest of an accused.

Initial Provisions of SC/ST Act

•
Castes and Tribes,

incidental thereto.

to the discrimination made against the people of scheduled castes and tribes. The rules and 

•

• The provision for relief and compensation for victims of atrocities was put in the
second category.

considered in the third category.
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various community-based organisations. The clashes between police and the protestors 
were sparked by this movement which led to the death of 6 people and injuries to many. 

by the people’s reaction. This also gave an opportunity to the opposition parties to corner 
the ruling alliance.

2016. 

Impacts of the Amendment

government was retained nationally by the political success of this exercise. It led to the 
expansion of its regime to several more states. 

On the other hand, there were strong arguments in support of the Supreme Court’s 
verdict as well. The judgement of the Supreme Court should have been seen in the context 
of justice rather than as partisan politics. The court focused on the aim of protecting the 
Constitutional rights and “fundamental rights of citizens which has to be kept at the 
highest pedal”. It was stated by the Supreme Court that the liberty of the innocents cannot 
be taken away and there needs to be a forum in the court to protect the interest of innocent 
citizens. The Supreme Court’s judgment was a way to create a balance between protecting 
the rights of the weaker sections and the rights of an innocent person. 

GLOSSARY
Amendment Anticipatory bail : a direction to release a person on 
bail, issued even before the person is arrested; Apex court : the highest court, here, 
the Supreme Court; Partisan Verdict : decision, 
judgement; Rehabilitation : the action of restoring someone to health or normal life 
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The ability to think, reason and innovate is the primary factor that makes humans more 

and enhanced by means of education. It serves a key role in determining the growth 
and development of a nation and because of this reason, education is made one of the 

crucial to examine where India stands in imparting global education.
The Indian education system has got accolades on several fronts but at the same 

and enabling remote learners to be part of the mainstream education system, the Indian 
education system has done a commendable job. However, at the same time, it could be 
only taken as its sheer failure that none of the Indian universities are in the list of top 
100 universities of world. The challenge for the Indian education system is its inability to 
provide research-based education system. It also lacks the resources crucial to imparting 
world-class education. 

What is Global Education System?
Global education is aimed at enhancing one’s perception of the world with a set of taught 
ideas. During the 1960s-70s, the intergovernmental organisations, educationalists and 
NGOs initiated the idea of global education, which aimed at restructuring the global 
society through education. It sought to raise awareness about universal challenges, thereby 

addresses the following motives :
•
• Human Rights
• Sustainability

• Intercultural Communication

Towards achieving this end, the methodological approaches applied by the said education 
system are :
• Learner-centred teaching

well.
• Experience-based learning
• Self-learning that involves many self-explanatory questions
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Indian Education System in the Modern Era
Many changes and enhancements have been undertaken by the Indian education system to 

system are : 

• Secondary education
• Senior secondary education
• Higher education
Eight years of education are included in elementary education while the secondary and 
senior secondary education is of two years each. Indian students complete their higher 

widening spectrum of distance-learning courses and growth of the Open University 
system are also causative of the democratisation of higher education in India.

Some of the educational institutes in India that can compete with the best educational 
institutes of the world and make India recognizable in International Education are :
• The Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs),
• Indian Institutes of Management (IIMs),
• Indian Institutes of Science, National Law Schools, and

The reservation system in the Indian education system has made education a socio-

education accessible for all. It aimed to eliminate discrimination on the basis of caste and 
gender among learners. The 86th constitutional amendment made elementary education a 
fundamental right for children between the age group of 6 to 14 years. 

• The total literacy rate is 74.04 %.

In the light of such alarming status of literacy in India, the government has implemented 
following measures in the Indian education system :
• Construction of international school groups in many cities.
• Imparting free education to all children of 6 to 14 years of age under the Right to

equip the learners for global exposure.
• English national curriculum is implemented to bring Indian education at par with the

world.
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What further changes does the Indian education system need ?

based economy will be created. It will put an end to rising unemployment and under-
developed skills among youth. Some other steps that can be taken to boost the Indian 
education system are :

making a thorough analysis of existing needs and trends of the global employment
sector.

• Skill development programmes should be included in the primary and higher
education system.

• Classrooms should be equipped with smart learning techniques, which will help in

• More career options must be added to the higher education streams.

India’s ranking in Imparting Global Education

global education system than India. The government should recognize that the backbone 
of the nation’s economy is formed by knowledge, skills and productivity of its growing 
young and dynamic workforce. Global education system should be reinforced in India 
so that more and more people can compete and bag employment opportunities at the 
national and international level. 

GLOSSARY
Accolades : an award or privilege granted as a special honour or as an acknowledgement 
of merit; Amendment : a minor change or addition designed to improve a text, piece of 
legislation, etc.; Curriculum : the subjects comprising a course of study in a school or 
college; Dynamic : (of a process or system) characterized by constant change, activity, 
or progress; Entrepreneur : a person who sets up a business or businesses, taking on 

Initiative : the ability to assess and initiate things 
independently; Literacy : the ability to read and write; Mainstream :
or activities that are shared by most people and regarded as normal or conventional; 
Prevailing : Sheer : absolute; Spectrum: 
used to classify something in terms of its position on a scale between two extreme 
points; Sustainability : the ability to be maintained at a certain rate or level; Workforce: 
the people engaged in or available for work.



ad them into a greater mess. One of the 
most convenient ways to forget reality—which might be unpleasant and intolerable for 
some—is to lose consciousness of one’s surroundings. The loss of senses automatically 
separates a person from the ordeals he has to face on day to day basis. 

Causes of Drug Addiction

at all. One of the major constraints faced by the youth of the country is the pressure of 
supporting and feeding their families. Lack of opportunities leads to increase in the cases 
of unemployment. It forces people to opt for alternative means of survival, even if it means 

scenario and their helplessness leads them astray.
The problem with unchecked drug intake is that one can easily lose control of the situation. 
It is a recurring cycle that moves on own accord; out of the control of the person who once 
put it into motion. In the beginning, a person feels that he can handle the situation and can 

a person gets addicted to a certain drug, he cannot disentangle himself from its tentacles 
without external help. In many cases, even the help serves no purpose and several lives 
are destroyed. 

Usually, drug intake is seen in the light of immorality and the reasons behind drug 
abuse are overlooked. It is easy to raise slogans that shout, “Say no to Drugs” or “Our 
youth is going astray” but the complications posed by drugs are so problematic that mere 
slogan-raising cannot solve them. The issue of drug abuse is deep rooted and requires a 
thorough deconstruction on the part of the government as well as the general public. 

Other reasons that push an individual into the lap of drugs include peer pressure, 
loneliness and mental health disorders. Human beings are essentially social beings and 

one to take extreme steps like taking to alcohol. In some severe cases, even alcohol stops 
serving the purpose of escaping reality so people start resorting to more potent means 

e that forces an individual to build 

exerted by the others.    
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Case of Drug Abuse in Punjab

The state is on the brink of losing an entire generation to drugs. The Bollywood movie, Udta 

dark web of drug abuse. Certain villages in 
overdose. Newspapers are never short of stories of deaths due to drug abuse. One of the 
estimates related to the problem of drugs, shows that there is at least one drug addict in two-

other states of the country in varying degrees and is impacting our generation as a whole. 

Curtailing the Issue
It is important to deal with the problem of drug abuse before it is too late. The Government 
has taken many steps in that direction. Many drugs have been banned in the country. 

despite such steps, drugs are easily made available in one form or the other. The exchange 
of drugs takes place in secret corridors using coded languages. The problem needs a strict 

paid to the causes that drive one into this hellish world. 

To sum up, the drug epidemic is not something that can be overlooked or taken lightly. 

potential to think, to make decisions and to arrive at sound judgments. The menace of 
drugs gnaws at the lives of many individuals who could have otherwise used their abilities 

towards the victims of drug abuse can worsen their situations. Moreover, mental health 
issues like stress, anxiety and depression should be taken seriously and one should try to 
lend a helping hand to anyone dealing with these problems alone.

For any country, its youth is its most valuable asset. The government should try to deal 

manner. The drug epidemic 

who make a living by burning the hopes and aspirations of many. 

GLOSSARY
Deconstruction : the act of breaking something down into its separate parts ; Hellish: 
of or like hell; Humane : having or showing compassion or benevolence; Insobriety: 
intoxication; Notorious: famous or well known, typically for some bad quality or 
deed; Peddler: a person who sells goods on foot; Subjective
by personal feelings, tastes, or opinions; Surveillance: close monitoring.
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Talaq-e-biddat is a practice belonging to the Islamic cult of India. It is also known as triple 
talaq, oral talaq, and instant divorce. It is 1,400 year-old practice mainly among Sunni 
Muslims. The Quran explicitly conveys that a marriage should be safeguarded instead 
of being dissolved. The holy book does not mention anything about divorce. The concept 

be practiced. In Nikah Halala, the woman is bound to consummate the second marriage if 

India is home to the world’s third-biggest Muslim population which is administered by 
the Sharia or Islamic statute. However, 90 million Muslim women of India are exposed to 
the risk of a sudden, oral, and out-of-court unexpected divorce. This has been the situation 
since British colonial rule because of the absence of a Uniform Civil Code.  This practice 

other Islamic nations. There is an urgent need to exclude this practice from India. 

Some Peculiar Cases 
There are many cases where wives were divorced by their respective husbands on Skype, 
Whatsapp, e-mail and phone call.

Shayara Bano: 

her appeal for declaring it unconstitutional.

Afreen Rehman:
marriage through online match-making. However, in merely two-three months, she was 

Court looking for its intervention into the issue.

Gulshan Parween:

her husband when she was with her parents. 

Ishrat Jahan:
her husband over the telephone from Dubai. She had spent one and a half decades into the 
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marriage. “I don’t accept the talaq over the telephone. I want justice. I want my daughters 
and son back from my husband and maintenance as well for their upbringing. That’s why 

Reasons for Approbating Triple Talaq

Court in Shayara Bano Vs. Union of India and others. The sworn statement gave reasons 
for justifying the practice of triple talaq. 

Provides security to wife : 
the parties (male and female) are not physically equal. Man doesn’t need a woman for his 
protection. On the contrary, the wife (a female) needs him for her protection. If any serious 
disagreement crops up between the couple and the husband does not want to live with her 
under any conditions and at the same time the wife is not agreeing to the divorce, the time 
consuming legally separation proceedings and costs involved in doing so may deter him 
from taking the lawful course. In such scenarios, he may fall back on unlawful, criminal 
methods for killing or burning her alive.”

This argument stated that a woman 
might get killed for not allowing the man to divorce her.  It highlights the bizarre idea; it is 
easy for a husband to commit a crime and hide it as well. This would lead to a rise in the 
instances of women being killed or burnt alive.

Divorce from courts scandalizes women’s character : If a man is charged against 

remarriage. However, the spouse’s same charge publically against his wife may deny her 
the possibility of remarriage. 

Reasons for Abolishing Triple Talaq 

serves as the prime example of gender inequality and discrimination against women. This 
callous tradition can render women homeless overnight and leave them desperate with 
no assistance for their children. In most cases, the women were not even present when the 
spouse said ‘talaq’ thrice. It is the most inhuman practice followed by any religious sect. 
Moreover, there are a few good reasons to abolish Triple Talaq. It infringes the fundamental 

Constitution of India. 

are excommunicated from the community if they tend to marry outside the community 
and “Fatwas” are issued for them.

in 2017 and the Supreme Court also banned Talaq-e-Biddat (instant triple talaq) on 22nd 
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as illegal.

Supreme Court Verdicts

void in any form— spoken, in writing or by electronic means, along with three years of 
prison for the husband. 

the political scenario the government has incorporated some changes to it.

Talaq and safeguarded the freedom and interests of Muslim women folk in India.

GLOSSARY
Amendments: change; Bizarre: strange; Consummate: 

make (a marriage or relationship) complete by having sexual intercourse; Cult: sect; 
 make legally null and void; Ordinance: an authoritative order
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all internal purposes of citiz

to what extent it can breach the right to privacy.

caused uproar in the opposition and in social media.

Need for Aadhaar
In the era of digitization, our identity is also digital, which is unique to every 

the citizenship of India, one required the Voter ID card, Driver’s Licence, Ration Card or 

were created for the same person using fabricated documents. Hence, it was in this light 
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Causes for Concern

including bank balances and phone numbers are revealed, thereby causing a breach in 
privacy. There have been instances wherein the individual information were leaked. There 

This could lead to the individual falling prey to the hands of criminals.

bill, decision solely lying with the Speaker for its introduction, cannot be debated in the 
RajyaSabha as the sole authority of the bill lies with the LokSabha, the Lower House of the 

was passed as a Money Bill.
Supreme Court verdict on Aadhaar

to appear for the examinations, and to get admission in schools. This was done within the 

from the Government’s welfare schemes and subsidies, one’s bank account still needs to be 

GLOSSARY
Amendments: revisions; Authorised: Breach: violation; 
Constitutionality: being in accordance with a constitution; License: permit; Loopholes: 
inadequacy; Mandatory: compulsory; Purview: range of thought; Streamline: make 

Ubiquitous: omnipresent.



site that is considered sacred by both Hindus and Muslims. The historical Babri mosque is 
situated at the site of an ancient Hindu temple which was allegedly destroyed by Babur, a 

Incensed Hindus destroyed the mosque during a political rally and the fall out was a riot 
on the 6th of December, 1992. The verdict on a subsequent land title case that was lodged 

Religious background of the dispute

is mentioned as one of the seven sacred sites where Moksha or freedom from the cycle of 
death and rebirth can be accomplished.

History states that Mir Baqi, a general of Babur destroyed the existing temple of Lord 

later called Babri Masjid or Babur’s Mosque which evolved into one of the largest mosques 

mosque-temple alongside Muslims. The British installed a railing between the two areas 

Origin of the dispute

government refused the demand of Hindus to build a Ram temple at the site of the mosque. 
Some Hindu activists smuggled the idols of Rama and Sita and placed them inside the 
mosque. This resulted in a comm
seized and declared disputed. However, the Hindu priests were allowed inside to perform 
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Destruction of the Babri Mosque

Hindus and to raise a temple dedicated to the infant Rama (Ramlala) at this spot. The 
remnants of th

the ground in a few hours despite the state government’s pledge to the Supreme Court to 
protect the Mosque.

It was estimated that more than 2000 people were killed in the riots post the demolition 
which escalated in Mumbai, Bhopal, Delhi and Hyderabad. The Government of India 
set the Liberhan Commission on 16th December 1992 which aimed at probing into the 
circumstances that led to the destruction of the mosque. This commission was extended 
by various governments and is considered as the longest running commission in India’s 

destroyed mosque. 

Archaeological Excavations

site provided evidence that a large ancient Hindu complex existed at the site. However 
the temple resembled a Shiva Temple and not a Ram Temple. Distinct features associated 
with temples of North India, such as stones and decorated bricks, mutilated sculpture of 

stated that the site be divided into three equally among the Ram Lalla, Sunni Wakf and 

On 9th May 2011, the Supreme Court also stayed with the verdict of dividing the land into 

the case. On this date, the hearing was further postponed till March 14. On 8th March, 

Dispute.
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Final Supreme Court Verdict

Masjid site is the birthplace of Ram. It ruled that the whole of the disputed land will be 

acres of alternate land will be provided to the Sunni Waqf Board for the construction of a 

of the Hindu party.

The verdict of Supreme Court on disputed Ramjanm bhoomi was welcomed by the 
people of the country and the political leaders.

GLOSSARY
Archaeological : the study of buildings, graves, tools and other objects that belonged 
to historical people to understand their culture and society; Commission: instruction 
or command given to a person or group; Demolition: destruction; Foliage: greenery; 
Mutilated: Riot: rampage; Verdict: judgement; Denomination : a religious 
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Discriminatory policies of Myanmar’s government since the late 1970s have browbeaten 
hundreds of thousands of Musli
Buddhist country. Most of them entered Bangladesh by crossing the land while others 
entered Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand by crossing the sea. Renewed violence including 
rape, murder and arson, were reported at the beginning of 2017 which coerced the 
exodus of Rohingya amid charges of ethnic cleansing against Myanmar’s security forces. 

region of Myanmar, but international pressure, on the country’s elected leaders to rein in 
the violence, continues to rise.

Background of the Rohingyas and the Timeline of the Crisis

Sunni Islam are considered as the Rohingyas. They are indigenous to the Rakhine state, 

Government of Myanmar declared that Rohingyas are illegal immigrants who had migrated 
to Rakhine from Bangladesh post the Bangladesh war and Burmese independence. There 

now taken refuge in India.

Rakhines. In revenge, a Rakhine Buddhist and several houses belonging to people of that 

the migration of Rohingyas to Bangladesh, Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand in rickety 

The ethnic cleansing of Rohingyas was started in 2016, by the Myanmar military,in which 

took asylum in Bangladesh as refugees. The Special Forces of Myanmar burned down 

Legal status of Rohingyas
The Rohingyas were never given citizenship by the Myanmar Government and they were 

given to the Rohingyas in the 1990s which was considered as the temporary residential card. 
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It allowed them a few basic rights like the right to vote, however, it was never recognised 

Steps taken to handle the crisis

support from solely Buddhist nationalities. The following are the various measures 
adopted by various countries to resolve the issue: 

Bangladesh Government.

taken refuge in the United States since 2002 and Chicago has become home to them.

and Bangladesh against the killing and persecution of Rohingyas.

India’s take towards the issue
India has harboured and sheltered around 40,000 Rohingya refugees since 2012. 1 million 
dollars were donated for the relief of Rohingyas by the Indian Ministry of External 

United Nations Convention High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) was irrelevant 
to their deportation because India is not a signatory to the United Nations Convention on 
Refugees. The Indian Government made it clear that no refugee camps were established 
for either Bangladeshis or Rohingyas in India. They have only made schemes of assistance 

India, hold United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)’s identity card. 
This identity card, however, is irrelevant in the country. Rohingyas are considered illegal 
immigrants to India who will be subject to deportation.
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Changes in Myanmar Government’s policies

government has also been reluctant to back Rohingyas and other Muslims for fear of 
threatening Buddhist nationalities and the power-sharing agreement maintained by the 

as a positive development. 

against Myanmar. International criticism of handling the crisis was also denied by her 
and she accused the critics of fuelling resentment between Buddhists and Muslims in the 

had taken the initiative of defending all the people in Rakhine in the best way possible. 
The Myanmar government denied access to the UN special rapporteur on human rights, 
Yanghee Lee in December 2017 and suspended cooperation for the remainder of her 

recommending that Myanmar’s army leaders be referred to the International Criminal 
Court (ICC) and urged the UN Security Council to impose arms embargoes and sanctions. 

into alleged war crimes that forced the exodus of the Rohingyas. Still, resentment of the 
minority group has run deep for generations. Without overhauling “a culture of pervasive 
prejudice” and ensuring that Rohingyas are treated as human beings, the situation in 
Rakhine State is unlikely to improve, says journalist and author Francis Wade.

GLOSSARY
Advisory: having or consisting in the power to make recommendations but not to take 
action enforcing them; Advocacy: public support for or recommendation of a particular 
cause or policy; Amnesty:

 withdraw from commercial or social relations as a punishment or 
protest; Civilian: a person not in the armed or police forces; Commission: a group 

something; Deportation: expulsion; Detainee: a person held in custody for political 
reasons; Ethnic: relating to a population subgroup (within a larger or dominant 
national or cultural group) with a common national or cultural tradition; Fuelling: 

 Harboured: give a home or shelter to; Immigrant: 
a person who comes to live permanently in a foreign country; Indigenous: native, 
aboriginal, local; Pervasive: spread widely throughout an area or among a group of 
people; Prejudice: preconceived opinion that is not based on reason or experience; 
Prosecutor: a barrister or other lawyer who conducts the case against a defendant in 
a criminal court; Rapporteur: a person who is appointed by an organization to report 
on the proceedings of its meetings; Refugee: a person who has been forced to leave his 
country in order to escape war, persecution, or natural disaster; Signatory: a party that 
has signed an agreement, especially a state that has signed a treaty.


